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Question 2: Free-Response Question     15 points 
 

(a)  For selecting “ 2SJ J ” with an attempt at a relevant justification  1 point

 For a correct justification  1 point

 Example Response 

The impulse between the two blocks is the same, so because Block 1 is moving at the end, the 
impulse given by the spring must be greater than the impulse given to Block 2 by Block 1. 

  Total for part (a) 2 points

(b)  For correctly drawing the momentum for blocks 1 and 2 for the time interval 0 Ct t  : 

Block 1 shows an increasing curve with a decreasing slope (concave down) to highest value 

(technically a cosine curve) and Block 2 shows zero momentum up to Ct (a horizontal line 

along the time axis). 

1 point

  For drawing a horizontal line for Block 1 when Ct t  that is smaller in magnitude than the 

momentum of Block 1 at time Ct t  

1 point

 For drawing a horizontal line for Block 2 when Ct t  that is smaller in magnitude than the 

momentum of Block 1 after time Ct t  

1 point

 For blocks 1 and 2 having a change in momentum that is equal in magnitude such that  
Block 1 loses momentum and Block 2 gains momentum 

1 point

 Example Response 

 

  Total for part (b) 4 points
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(c) For using conservation of energy to find the speed of Block 1 at 0x   1 point

  For using conservation of momentum to find the speed of the two-block system after the 
collision 

1 point

 For combining correct equations from above  1 point

 Example Response 
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  Total for part (c) 3 points

(d)(i) For drawing an appropriate best-fit line including approximately the same number of points 
above and below the line 

1 point

 Example Response 
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(d)(ii) For calculating the slope using two points on the line 1 point

 For correctly relating the slope of the best-fit line to the mass of Block 2 1 point

 For a correct mass of Block 2   1 point

 Example Response 
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Scoring Note: Acceptable responses for mass are 0.27 kg 0.37 kg . 

 Total for part (d) 4 points

(e) For selecting “ 150 N/mk  ” with an attempt at relevant justification  1 point

 For a correct justification   1 point

 Example Response  

A greater 2m  indicates the spring constant k  should be greater than 150 N/m . The slope of 

the graph is the same so as 2m  increases k  must be smaller.   

  Total for part (e) 2 points

 Total for question 2 15 points
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Question 2 

Note: Student samples are quoted verbatim and may contain spelling and grammatical errors. 

Overview 

The responses were expected to demonstrate the ability to: 
• Indicate that impulse changes momentum.  
• Graph the individual momenta of two objects of different masses before and after an inelastic collision. 
• Use the conservation of energy for objects on springs.  
• Use momentum conservation to derive the speed of two objects after a collision. 
• Draw a best-fit line when given a set of plotted data points. 
• Calculate the slope of the best-fit line drawn and relate the slope of the best-fit line to a given equation.  
• Analyze the functional dependence between two variables to determine how a change in one variable will 

affect the other variable. 

Sample: 2A 
Score: 15 
 
Part (a) earned 2 points. The first point was earned for correctly selecting “ s 2J J> ” with an attempt at a relevant 
justification. The second point was earned for providing a valid justification by stating that the change in 
momentum from the spring is larger than the change in momentum from the collision because Block 1 is not 
brought back to a speed of zero. Part (b) earned 4 points. The first point was earned because the response has an 
increasing concave down curve to max value for Block 1 and zero indicated momentum for Block 2 before the 
indicated collision time. The second point was earned because the response indicates a horizontal line clearly 
below the peak value at the indicated collision time for Block 1. The third point was earned because the response 
indicates a horizontal line clearly below Block 1’s horizontal line at and after the indicated collision time. The 
fourth point was earned because the response shows the decrease in momentum of Block 1 has the same 
magnitude as the increase in momentum of Block 2. Part (c) earned 3 points. The first point was earned because 
the response indicates the use of conservation of energy. The second point was earned because the response 
indicates the use of conservation of momentum. The third point was earned because the response combines two 
correct equations to obtain the given equation. Part (d)(i) earned 1 point because the response draws a correct 
best-fit line for the data. Part (d)(ii) earned 3 points. The first point was earned because the response calculates a 
slope using points on the line of best fit. The second point was earned because the response correctly relates slope 
to the mass of Block 2. The third point was earned because the response calculates a mass for Block 2 within the 
acceptable range. Part (e) earned 2 points. The first point was earned because the response correctly selects  
“ 150 N mk ′ > ” with an attempt at a relevant justification. The second point was earned because the response 
provides a valid justification by stating the equation and the mathematical relationship between the mass of  
Block 2 and the spring constant.  
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Question 2 (continued) 

Sample: 2B  
Score: 8 
 
Part (a) earned 0 points. The first point was not earned because the response does not select “ s 2J J> ” with an 
attempt at a relevant justification. The second point cannot be earned without earning the first point. Part (b) 
earned 0 points. The first point was not earned because the response draws an incorrect curve for Block 1 before 
the indicated collision time. The second point was not earned because the response does not indicate the 
momentum of Block 1 decreases after the collision. The third point was not earned because the response does not 
indicate a horizontal line clearly below Block 1’s horizontal line at and after the indicated collision time. The 
fourth point was not earned because the response shows a magnitude of change in momentum of Block 2 greater 
than that of Block 1. Part (c) earned 3 points. The first point was earned because the response indicates the use of 
conservation of energy. The second point was earned because the response indicates the use of conservation of 
momentum. The third point was earned because the response combines two correct equations to obtain the given 
equation. Part (d)(i) earned 1 point because the response draws a correct best-fit line for the data. Part (d)(ii) 
earned 2 points. The first point was not earned because the response calculates a slope using points that are not on 
the line of best fit. The second point was earned because the response correctly relates slope to the mass of  
Block 2. The third point was earned because the response calculates a mass for Block 2 within the acceptable 
range. Part (e) earned 2 points. The first point was earned because the response correctly selects “ 150 N mk ′ > ” 
with an attempt at a relevant justification. The second point was earned because the response provides a valid 
justification by stating the equation and the mathematical relationship between the mass of Block 2 and the spring 
constant.  

Sample: 2C 
Score: 3 
 
Part (a) earned 1 point. The first point was earned because the response correctly selects “ s 2J J> ” with an 
attempt at a relevant justification. The second point was not earned because the response does not provide a valid 
justification. Part (b) earned 0 points. The first point was not earned because the response does not have the 
correct curve for Block 1 before the indicated collision time. The second point was not earned because the 
response does not indicate a horizontal line clearly below the peak value at the indicated collision time. The third 
point was not earned because the response does not indicate a horizontal line clearly below Block 1’s horizontal 
line at and after the indicated collision time. The fourth point was not earned because the response does not show 
the decrease in momentum of Block 1 having the same magnitude as the increase in momentum of Block 2.  
Part (c) earned 1 point. The first point was earned because the response indicates the use of conservation of 
energy. The second point was not earned because the response does not indicate the use of conservation of 
momentum. The third point was not earned because the response does not combine two correct equations to 
obtain the given equation. Part (d)(i) earned 0 points because the response does not draw a correct straight best-fit 
line for the data. Part (d)(ii) earned 0 points. The first point was not earned because the response does not 
calculate a slope. The second point was not earned because the response does not relate the slope to the mass of 
Block 2. The third point was not earned because the response provides a mass for Block 2 that is not within the 
acceptable range. Part (e) earned 1 point. The first point was earned because the response correctly selects  
“ 150 N mk ′ > ” with an attempt at a relevant justification. The second point was not earned because the 
response does not provide a valid justification. An attempt is made but does not state clear mathematical 
reasoning. 
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